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Abstract 

Currently, NOAA produces two 0.02° gridded super-collated (L3S) sea surface temperature (SST) products from low Earth 

orbiting (LEO) satellites using its enterprise Advanced Clear-Sky Processor for Ocean (ACSPO) system: PM from 

afternoon satellites (currently, two VIIRSs onboard NPP/N20) and AM from mid-morning satellites (currently, two 

AVHRR FRACs onboard Metop-B/C, with Metop-A used before 1 Nov 2021). PM/AM products are split into day and 

night, resulting in four files per 24hr, sampling the diurnal cycle at approximately 1:30 am/pm and 9:30 am/pm local time. 

The motivation was to preserve the diurnal cycle and short-scale ocean features present in the original observations, for 

interested users. Near-real time and historical time series of AM/PM-D/N data are extensively validated in the NOAA SST 

Quality Monitor (SQUAM) and ACSPO Regional Monitor for SST (ARMS) systems, and archived in NASA PO.DAAC 

and NOAA CoastWatch. For some applications in fisheries, data assimilation, ocean forecast, and L4 analysis communities, 

a daily SST product with the highest possible coverage may be preferred over four separate AM/PM-D/N files. To satisfy 

user’s needs, NOAA is developing an L3S-LEO-Daily product, which combines four AM/PM-D/N SSTs into one file, with 

superior coverage and performance metrics. There are two challenges in aggregating data from different times: systematic 

inter-satellite biases due to diurnal warming and moving spatial features. Diurnal signals are smallest for the PM-N SST 

@1:30 am, largest for PM-D SST @1:30 pm, and fall in between for the AM-D/N SSTs @9:30 am/pm. We describe the 

ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm, which normalizes the individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs to the PM-N benchmark, and then 

combines the four debiased/harmonized SSTs into L3S-LEO-Daily product, using an iterative scheme that maximally 

preserves feature resolution in the AM/PM-D/N data, while mitigating the remaining residual cloud leakages. 

1. Introduction 

NOAA provides sea surface temperatures (SST) from low Earth orbiting (LEO) and geostationary (GEO) satellites using 

its enterprise Advanced Clear-Sky Processor for Oceans (ACSPO) system. Historically, ACSPO LEO products have been 

distributed as 10-min granules (144 files/24hr/sensor) in L2P (swath) and 0.02° L3U (gridded uncollated) formats [1]. The 

L3U product greatly reduces large data volumes of the swath L2P data from high-resolution sensors such as VIIRS, MODIS 

and AVHRR FRAC (e.g., for VIIRS the reduction rate is ×10). However, users still need to combine L3U data from multiple 

satellites and overpasses. In response to users’ need for reduced number of files and data volumes, and reconciled data with 

increased information content, NOAA developed a family of super-collated gridded SST products from LEO satellites 

(L3S-LEO) which combine L3U SSTs from multiple ‘like’ sensors covering a 24hr period (00:00Z to 23:59Z) ([2] and 

references therein). The L3S-LEO family currently comprises two lines: PM from afternoon satellites (currently two VIIRSs 

onboard NPP and N20) and AM from mid-morning satellites (initially three and after Nov’2021, two AVHRR FRACs 

onboard Metop-A/B/C). The PM and AM lines are both reported twice every 24 hours, with separate files for day (AM/PM-

D) and night (AM/PM-N). Complete archives of ACSPO L3S-LEO AM/PM-D/N data are available at NASA PO.DAAC 

[3-4] and NOAA CoastWatch [5], with new data added in near real time with a latency of 3-6 hours. The PM data are 

available back to the earliest NPP SST data (Feb’2012) and AM data back to the earliest Metop-A SST data (Dec’2006). 

L3S-LEO global performance is monitored in the NOAA SST Quality Monitor (SQUAM) online system [6]. Regional 

performance (image quality and clear-sky mask) is monitored in the ACSPO Regional Monitor for SST online system [7].  

The four ACSPO L3S-LEO SST products sample the diurnal cycle around 1:30 am (PM-N), 9:30 am (AM-D), 1:30 pm 

(PM-N) and 9:30 pm (AM-N) local solar time (LT). Figure 1 shows a schematic global mean diurnal cycle in in situ SSTs 

(from drifters and tropical moorings, D+TM), with approximate coverage of each L3S-LEO product overlaid. In Figure 1, 

the in situ SSTs are from iQuam [8], with CMC foundation L4 SST [9] subtracted. The PM-D overpasses occur near the 
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peak of the diurnal cycle, while the PM-N is near the bottom of the diurnal cycle and is thus the best proxy for foundation 

SST. The AM-D @9:30 am SST is only 0.01-0.02 K warmer than the PM-N @1:30 am SST (although it may have more 

pronounced extremes, due to more steep derivative in the SST diurnal cycle around 9:30 am compared to 1:30 am). The 

AM-N SST has intermediary diurnal warming, between those in the AM-D and PM-D. 

 

Figure 1. Black curve shows a schematic diurnal cycle of (in situ minus CMC L4 foundation SST) as a function of local time. In situ data 

(drifters and tropical moorings) are from NOAA iQuam system [8] for the month of January 2020. Colored rectangles denote approximate 

temporal coverage by the four L3S-LEO SST products. Note that the diurnal cycle was shifted by -0.02 K so that its bottom is at zero. 

Ability to resolve the diurnal cycle was one of the major motivations for keeping the four L3S-LEO files per day. Another 

reason is that movement of ocean features over the course of 24 hours may exceed the 0.02° ACSPO L3U/S resolution. 

Figure 2 demonstrates this point by showing the temporal evolution of ACSPO L3S-LEO subskin SST in the Brazil Current 

over the course of approximately 15 hours. The area denoted by black rectangles emphasizes the region where SST features 

evolved rapidly during the collation period. Further collation of the AM/PM-D/N SSTs would result in a loss of temporal 

and spatial feature resolution. 

 

Figure 2. ACSPO L3S-LEO subskin SST imagery from the Brazil Current on 4 July 2021. Imagery is from (upper left) AM-N, (upper 

right) PM-N, (lower left) AM-D and (lower right) PM-D. UTC (Z) and local time of the highest weighted satellite overpass are shown. 

The subject of this paper is the new NOAA daily L3S product from LEO satellites (L3S-LEO-Daily), which collates the 

AM/AM-D/N SSTs into one single daily file. The L3S-LEO-Daily product is currently under development in response to 

NOAA users’ need, who need a maximally complete, measurement-based daily product with highest spatial coverage 
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(although at reduced temporal resolution), but do not have resources to ingest the four AM/AM-D/N files and reconcile 

them. The L3S-LEO-Daily SST is expected to serve users in NOAA fisheries and data assimilation communities, which 

focus on ocean forecast and L4 analyses that do not resolve the diurnal cycle in SST. The paper is organized as follows. 

Section 2 describes the ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm, where individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs are diurnally debiased 

(harmonized) to the PM-N @1:30 am viewing conditions, and then aggregated together in such a way as to preserve SST 

features and mitigate cloud leakages. Section 3 presents results of the L3S-LEO-Daily validation against in situ, and 

compares it with the foundation CMC L4 SST. The performance of L3S-LEO-Daily is comparable or superior to each 

individual AM/PM-D/N SST, but with significantly improved coverage. Section 4 concludes and discusses future work. 

2. ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily Algorithm 

The two main challenges in creating a daily L3S-LEO product are systematic biases between individual L3S-LEO SSTs 

due to diurnal warming (Figure 1) and movement of SST features during the 24-hour collation window (Figure 2). Both 

issues are addressed in the ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm, which comprises the following three iterative steps. 

1. Create an L3S reference by combining diurnally debiased AM/PM-D/N SSTs. Diurnal debiasing is achieved by 

normalizing the four SSTs to PM-N viewing conditions @1:30 am LT, using a statistical empirical model of diurnal 

warming informed by NASA MERRA [10] or NOAA GFS shortwave insolation and surface wind speed. We chose to 

normalize to the PM-N viewing conditions because it is the best proxy for the foundation SST (with least amount of 

diurnal warming), and it shows best validation statistics against in situ SST (see section 3). 

2. Use the L3S reference to mitigate biases between the input AM/PM-D/N SSTs. Both systematic (due to diurnal 

warming) and non-systematic (due to variable atmospheric conditions and view angles, at different acquisition times) 

biases are corrected for. The debiasing method mitigates regional biases, while preserving short spatial scale features 

of individual L3S-LEO SSTs. For detailed description of the debiasing procedure, see [2]. 

3. Compute L3S-LEO-Daily SST from the debiased AM/PM-D/N SSTs obtained in step 2. If available, PM-N hi-res 

features are used. Otherwise, they come from the AM-N > AM-D > PM-D (in this precedence). The order in which 

features are used are based on how effectively the individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs can be diurnally debiased to the PM-

N viewing conditions. Section 2.1 shows that the AM-N is debiased most effectively and the PM-D least effectively. 

At the borders of availability of various AM/PM-D/N SSTs (typically at cloud boundaries or swath edges), a weighted 

average is used to mitigate possible residual SST discontinuities, if present.  

 

Figure 3. Running 6-hour mean of surface shortwave radiation (in units of W/m2) for (upper left) PM-D, (upper right) AM-D, (lower left) 

AM-N and (lower right) PM-N. Land is rendered in brown. Ocean pixels with no SST measurements during the 24-hour collation period 

are shown in grey. Results are shown for 30 September 2019. 

Step 1 is explained in detail in section 2.1 (Diurnal Debiasing) and steps 2-3 in section 2.2 (Collation of Diurnally Debiased 

L3S-LEO SSTs). After steps 1-3 are completed once, steps 2-3 are iterated until converging on the final L3S-LEO-Daily 

SST. This iterative approach mitigates residual non-systematic biases between L3S-LEO SSTs due to different view zenith 

PM-D  AM-D  

AM-N  PM-N  
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angles (VZA) and atmospheric conditions, for various satellite overpasses. In step 2 of each iteration (except the first), the 

L3S-LEO-Daily SST from step 3 of the previous iteration is used as the L3S reference. In the first iteration, the L3S-LEO-

Daily SST is not available, and L3S reference from step 1 is used. In each iteration the debiasing of AM/PM-D/N SSTs to 

the L3S reference becomes more aggressive and progressively shorter scale deviation from the L3S reference are allowed. 

2.1. Diurnal Debiasing 

SST diurnal warming is driven by the surface shortwave solar insolation and wind mixing. Figure 3 shows example 6-hour 

running mean of MERRA2 [10] surface shortwave radiation for all four AM/PM-D/N SSTs. 

 

Figure 4. Bias between the three pairs of L3S-LEO subskin SSTs: (top row) PM-D minus PM-N; (middle row) AM-D minus PM-N; and 

(bottom row) AM-N minus PM-N. Results are stratified (binned) by surface wind speed and 6-hour running mean surface shortwave 

radiation (both are from MERRA2). (Left column) Number of observations (Nobs; normalized such that the highest populated bin has 

value of one); (center column) mean bias; (right column) corresponding standard deviations (SDs). White fill color is used for bins with 

insufficient data. Global means over all bins and corresponding SDs are denoted by µ and σ, respectively. 

The PM-D has the largest mean solar insolation followed by the AM-D, AM-N and PM-N (in that order). A running mean 

is used because SST diurnal warming lags changes in shortwave insolation due to the high heat capacity of the diurnal warm 

layer (top layer of ocean subject to diurnal variations). We chose a 6-hour running mean because it is available from both 

MERRA2 (reported hourly; 6-hour mean is computed) and GFS data (6-hour mean reported) models. The ACSPO L3S-
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LEO-Daily algorithm debiases/harmonizes all L3S-LEO SSTs to the PM-N viewing conditions @1:30 am LT, using a 

statistical model based on surface shortwave insolation and surface wind speed. The lookup tables (LUTs) of biases between 

the three pairs of L3S-LEO SSTs are stratified by running 6-hour mean of surface solar insolation and surface wind speed. 

We will refer to these LUTs as Diurnal Normalized LUTs, or DN-LUTs. Those are generated independently for both 

subskin and depth SST using one year of data, to capture the full seasonal cycle. 

 

Figure 5. Same as Figure 4, but for depth SST. 

Figure 4 shows the DN-LUTs (mean, standard deviation, and number of observations) for (PM-D - PM-N), (AM-D - PM-

N), and (AM-N - PM-N) subskin SSTs computed using L3S-LEO AM/PM-D/N data for one full year of 2019. Mean biases 

(µ) and SDs (𝜎) calculated over all bins are also shown. 

The PM-D @1:30 pm LT (top row) shows the strongest diurnal warming, with the majority of observations centered at 

~650 W/m2 insolation and ~6 m/s wind speed. Out of the three SSTs, this is the most challenging one to normalize to the 

PM-N conditions. 

The middle row shows the corresponding results for the AM-D. This SST is only marginally (<0.02 K) warmer than the 

PM-N SST on average, with some residual diurnal warming present at the low wind speeds (<5m/s) and high insulations 

(>200 W/m2). The SDs are considerably lower than for the PM-D SSTs (𝜎 =0.395 K vs. 0.484 K). These observations 

suggest that the AM-D can be debiased to PM-N viewing conditions more effectively than the PM-D.  
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The AM-N (bottom row in Figure 4) has stronger diurnal warming than AM-D (µ=0.075 K vs. µ=0.016 K), but the 

corresponding SDs are significantly lower (𝜎 = 0.273 K vs. 𝜎 = 0.395 K). The low SD means that AM-N can be 

normalized to the PM-N viewing conditions more efficiently than the AM-D.  

Figure 5 shows the same results as in Figure 4, but for depth SST. The results in Figures 4 and 5 are qualitatively similar, 

except that all depth SDs are considerably lower than subskin SDs, suggesting that L3S-LEO depth SSTs have less 

pronounced diurnal cycle and therefore are debiased to PM-N viewing conditions more efficiently, for all three SSTs. 

The 2D DN-LUTs of annual mean biases in Figures 4 and 5 are used to normalize the PM-D, AM-D and AM-N to PM-N 

viewing conditions, before further collation. Bilinear interpolation is used when none of the four nearest bins contains fill 

values (white color in Figures 4-5); otherwise, a weighted average is used. 

After systematic biases due to diurnal warming have been mitigated, the normalized AM/PM-D/N SSTs are combined to 

create the L3S reference as described in step 1 of the algorithm description in section 2. The L3S reference is then used to 

debias all L3S-LEO SSTs (including PM-N), to mitigate the remaining non-systematic biases between individual L3S-LEO 

SSTs due to different atmospheric conditions, VZAs and acquisition times. If this step is not performed, visible 

discontinuities/stitching artifacts will be present in the resulting collated SST [2]. Each pixel in the L3S reference is a 

weighted average of the four L3S-LEO SSTs. When assigning weight to individual L3S-LEO products in a given pixel, we 

consider both the uncertainty of diurnally corrected L3S-LEO SSTs as well as proximity of a pixel to a cloud. Its weight, 

𝑤𝑥, is calculated for each L3S-LEO-x SST product (x can be either AM/PM-D/N) as follows: 

 𝑤𝑥 ∝  
1

∆𝑥
2 ×  LCR2. (1) 

Here, Δ𝑥
2  is the squared uncertainty of the diurnal-adjusted SST and the LCR is the local clear-sky ratio. The LCR is defined 

as a sliding N×N pixel window mean of a matrix whose elements are 1 for clear-sky and 0 for cloudy conditions. The LCR 

is ~1 in large contiguous clear-sky regions, ~0.5 at cloud boundaries and ~0 for small patches of clear-sky. The LCR is 

described in more detail with examples in [5]. For the creation of the initial diurnally debiased reference, we use a window 

size of 7×7, which effectively mitigates the effects of cloud boundaries. The squared uncertainty of the diurnally adjusted 

SST can be split into two terms 

∆𝑥
2 = ∆𝑥,0

2 +∆𝑥,𝑑
2 . (2) 

Here, ∆𝑥,𝑑 and ∆𝑥,0 are the uncertainty associated with the diurnal correction of each individual AM/PM-D/N SST product, 

and the validation standard deviation (SD) against in situ SST from the NOAA SQUAM system [6]. (Note that the latter is 

additionally adjusted for ~0.2 K random errors in in situ data themselves, by subtraction of the 0.2 K pedestal from ∆𝑥,0, in 

RMS-sense). Table 1 lists the 0.2K-adjusted ∆𝑥,0’s, for all four AM/PM-D/N SSTs based on matchups (spatial/temporal 

windows of 10 km × ±30 min) with in situ SST from drifters and tropical moorings (D+TM) for the full year of 2019. The 

validation SDs are smaller for both nighttime L3S-LEO products (AM/PM-N, 0.22-0.20K) than for the daytime (AM/PM-

D, 0.29-0.27K), due to the availability of the very transparent 3.7µm band, and suppressed diurnal thermocline at night. 

Note also that the AM-D/N SDs for AVHRR FRAC (0.22-0.29K) are slightly degraded compared with the PM-D/N SDs 

(0.20-0.27K). This improvement is expected, due to the superiority of the VIIRS instrument compared to AVHRR FRAC. 

Table 1. Uncertainty of subskin and depth SSTs for all L3S-LEO SST products 

(calculated as validation SD in SQUAM minus 0.2K, in RMS sense). 

L3S-LEO Subskin [K] Depth [K] 

ΔPM-N,0 0.20 0.15 

ΔAM-N,0 0.22 0.15 

ΔAM-D,0 0.29 0.18 

ΔPM-D,0 0.27 0.17 

The SDs of the AM/PM-D/N minus PM-N biases, σx (shown in the right column in Figures 4 and 5 and saved in the DN-

LUTs) are quadratic sums of uncertainties of the two L3S-LEO SSTs being compared plus the uncertainty associated with 

the diurnal correction: 

𝜎𝑥
2 = ∆𝑥,0

2 +∆PM−N,0
2 + ∆𝑥,𝑑

2 . (3) 
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For example, to compute ΔPM-D for a given value of wind speed and shortwave insolation for a PM-D subskin SST pixel, 

we read the corresponding standard deviation (𝜎PM−D) from the top right panel in Figure 4 and use  

𝜎PM−D
2 = ∆PM−D,0

2 +∆PM−N,0
2 + ∆PM−D,𝑑

2 . (4) 

The only unknown here is the ΔPM-D,d, so one can solve for it and use in Eq. (2) to compute the ΔPM-D. The same procedure 

is applied for the AM-D and AM-N SSTs. For PM-N, no diurnal debiasing is needed by definition, so ΔPM-N,d = ΔPM-N,0. 

2.2. Collation of Debiased L3S-LEO SSTs 

In step 2 of the ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm described in section 2, the individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs are debiased 

to an L3S reference. The debiasing is accomplished by computing a smoothed difference between individual L3S-LEO 

SSTs and the L3S reference and subtracting the result from the corresponding AM/PM-D/N SSTs. Smoothing is performed 

in a sliding K×K window. This procedure effectively removes differences between the AM/PM-D/N SSTs, by normalizing 

them to one ‘common denominator’ – the L3S reference on length scales larger than K pixels, while shorter scale features 

are retained. More detailed description and visual demonstration of the debiasing algorithm is found in [2]. The window 

size K is made smaller at each iteration, so that progressively smaller deviations from the L3S reference are allowed. In the 

current L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm, five iterations are performed with progressively reduced window sizes, K = 29, 15, 11, 

7 and 5 pixels, respectively. At the first iteration, the L3S reference is the diurnally debiased L3S reference described in 

section 2.1. At subsequent iterations, the L3S-LEO-Daily SST from the previous iteration is used. 

This section describes how the debiased L3S-LEO SSTs from step 2 are combined in step 3 also described in section 2, in 

such a way as to reduce the noise and cloud leakages, while maximally preserving the SST features. As discussed in the 

introduction and illustrated in Figure 2, one of the main difficulties with creating a high-resolution daily SST product is 

movement of SST features during the 24hr collation window. Section 2.1 described how regional biases (systematic and 

non-systematic) between various AM/PM-D/N SSTs are mitigated prior to collation, by creating an L3S reference to which 

all four SSTs are debiased. Here we explain how shorter scales ocean features (smaller than the debiasing window), present 

in the four input SSTs, are preserved.  

If the four SSTs are simply averaged after debiasing, fine ocean features would inevitably be smoothed out. The approach 

adopted in this study is to use PM-N features, where those are available. Prioritizing PM-N features is natural since the 1:30 

am was selected as the reference time at which the L3S-LEO-Daily will be reported, because at this time, subskin SST is 

the best representation of depth SST. If the PM-N SST is not available, then AM-N features is our next choice. If neither 

PM-N nor AM-N are available, then AM-D features are used. PM-D features are only used if no other L3S-LEO SST is 

available.  

The choice of pecking order for feature selection (PM-N > AM-N > AM-D > PM-D) is motivated by how effectively the 

individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs can be debiased to the PM-N viewing conditions based on the SDs of their diurnal biases 

(shown in the right columns in Figures 4 and 5). Another argument for the AM-N as the second choice can also be made 

based on higher ACSPO AVHRR SST sensitivity to skin SST (~0.95) for nighttime SSTs compared to daytime SSTs 

(~0.88), due to the use of the atmospherically transparent channel centered near 3.7 µm (AVHRR channel 3b) at night. 

Higher sensitivity means that SST spatial gradients are more accurately captured [16].  

Pixels near boundaries of the AM/PM-D/N domains are calculated as a weighted average (rather than come from a single 

SST), which mitigates SST imagery discontinuities because there are highest odds of SST features being distorted exactly 

in these transition zones. Moreover, the goal of L3S-LEO-Daily is not only to preserve features, but also to reduce noise by 

averaging L3S-LEO SSTs more evenly in regions of low SST spatial variability. We also want to assign lower weights to 

pixels near cloud boundaries to reduce residual cloud leakages. To accomplish this goal, we assign weights to individual 

debiased L3S-LEO products (denoted by x) using the equation: 

 𝑤𝑥 =  𝛼𝑥𝑒𝛽𝑥∆𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑖𝑛 × (𝑒𝛾×𝐿𝐶𝑅 − 1). (5) 

Here, Δmax,min is the difference between the maximum and minimum SST in a sliding 7×7 window of a smoothed version 

of the L3S reference. The smoothing of the L3S reference and the computation of the Local Clear-sky Ratio (LCR; defined 

in Section 2.1), both employ the same K×K window size as was used for the debiasing of individual L3S-LEO SSTs in step 

2. The αx and βx are the AM/PM-D/N specific constants (listed in Table 2) chosen to weight the L3S-LEO SST features in 

the order PM-N > AM-N > AM-D > PM-D. 
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Table 2. The αx and βx parameters used to assign weights to debiased AM/PM-D/N SSTs using Eq. (5). 

x αx [no units] βx [K-1] 

PM-N 0.50 1.0 

AM-N 0.30 0.7 

AM-D 0.15 0.6 

PM-D 0.05 0.5 

The empirical parameter γ=1/16 in Eq. (5) controls the strength of the LCR-based weighting and is the same for all L3S-

LEO products. The motivation behind the form of Eq. (5) is that in regions with high spatial variability (i.e., large Δmax,min), 

the 𝑒𝛽𝑥∆𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑖𝑛 factor strongly selects the available L3S-LEO SST with largest βx. In regions with low spatial variability, 

Δmax,min is small so that 𝑒𝛽𝑥∆𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑚𝑖𝑛~1, which means that individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs are weighted more evenly, reducing 

the noise in L3S-LEO-Daily SST. All weighting parameters (αx, βx and γ) were chosen by trial and error, with the aim of 

selecting short-scale features in the desired order (PM-N > AM-N > AM-D > PM-D) while minimizing discontinuities and 

stitching artifacts at boundaries of L3S-LEO availability. A stronger exponential dependence on LCR was chosen over the 

quadratic dependence in Eq. (1), to minimize mixing of PM/AM-D/N features near cloud and swath boundaries. 

Figure 6 demonstrates the importance of the L3S-LEO product specific weighting given by Eq. (5), which is referred to as 

‘standard weighting’. Figure 6 shows L3S SST imagery from the same region as in Figure 2 (Brazil Current). The left panel 

shows L3S-LEO-Daily SST computed using the standard weighting. The center panel shows the same L3S-LEO-Daily 

imagery, but with equal weighting for all L3S-LEO SSTs instead of Eq. (5). The right panel shows the corresponding PM-

N imagery for comparison. Region with significant movement of ocean features during the 24-hour collation period is 

denoted by black rectangles. Figure 6 shows that the L3S-LEO-Daily SST with standard weighting preserves the PM-N 

features where available but significant smoothing of ocean features is present when equal weighting is used. 

 

Figure 6. Subskin SST imagery of the Brazil Current on 4 July 2021 (same time and place as in Figure 2). (Left panel): L3S-LEO-Daily 

SST using the standard weighting, Eq. (5). (Center panel): L3S-LEO-Daily SST with equal weighting. (Right panel): PM-N SST. 

 

Figure 7. L3S-LEO AM-N (left), PM-N (center) and Daily (right) subskin SST imagery of the Gulf Stream on 30 September 2019. 
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The region in Figure 6 was relatively clear during the full 24hr collation period. Figure 7 shows another example in the 

Gulf Stream, where the coverage in the input AM/PM-D/N SSTs varied significantly over the course of the day. Note that 

the PM-N features are preserved where they were available, and smoothly transition into the AM-N imagery, without 

stitching artifacts. (The AM/PM-D were also included in the L3S-daily but their contribution was relatively small.)  

3. Validation of L3S-LEO-Daily against in situ and L4 foundation SST 

This section presents results of validation of L3S-LEO-Daily SST against iQuam in situ SSTs from drifting buoys and 

tropical moorings (D+TM) [8]. The matchup criteria correspond to selecting all satellite SST pixels within 10km × ±30min 

of in situ measurements. We also compare the L3S-LEO-Daily with the L4 foundation SST from the Canadian 

Meteorological Center (CMC) [9], bilinearly interpolated from the native 0.1° CMC grid to the 0.02° ACSPO grid. The 

foundation SST is the temperature at a depth that is free of diurnal temperature variability (approximately corresponding to 

the bottom of the diurnal cycle around 6-7 am LT in Figure 1). 

Table 3 shows aggregated 2019 validation statistics of the L3S-LEO subskin and depth SSTs against in situ SSTs for the 

L3S-LEO-Daily, as well as for the input AM/PM-D/N SSTs. Global mean bias (accuracy), median, standard deviation (SD; 

precision), robust standard deviation (RSD; also known as median absolute deviation) and number of observations (NOBS) 

are shown. The L3S-LEO-Daily subskin SST SDs/RSDs fall in between the two best-performing input SSTs, AM/PM-N, 

with SD/RSD = 0.30/0.22K, respectively. Note the substantial increase in the NOBS for L3S-LEO-Daily, compared to the 

individual AM/PM-D/N data (for instance, ~×1.85 wrt PM-D). The depth SST validation statistics in Table 3 are 

qualitatively similar to the subskin SSTs, but quantitatively, SDs/RSDs are substantially lower for all SSTs. 

Table 3. Validation statistics for L3S-LEO subskin and depth SSTs vs iQuam (D+TM) 

(aggregated 2019 results). NOBS are given in millions (M). 

L3S-LEO Mean [K] Median [K] SD [K] RSD [K] NOBS [M] 

Daily (subskin) -0.01 -0.01 0.30 0.22 24.4 

PM-N (subskin) -0.01  0.00 0.28 0.21 13.5 

AM-D (subskin) -0.03 -0.03 0.35 0.30 14.3 

PM-D (subskin) -0.05 -0.05 0.34 0.27 12.0 

AM-N (subskin) 0.00  0.00 0.30 0.25 14.0 

Daily (depth) -0.03 -0.02 0.26 0.19 24.4 

PM-N (depth) -0.03 -0.02 0.25 0.19 13.5 

AM-D (depth) -0.01 -0.01 0.27 0.23 14.3 

PM-D (depth)  0.00  0.00 0.26 0.20 12.0 

AM-N (depth)  0.00 -0.01 0.25 0.19 14.0 

Table 4 lists the similar validation statistics against CMC L4 foundation SST. Instead of NOBS, the clear-sky ratio (CSR; 

fraction of clear ice-free ocean pixels) is given. 

Table 4. Aggregated 2019 validation statistics for L3S-LEO subskin and depth SSTs vs foundation CMC L4 SST. 

L3S-LEO Mean [K] Median [K] SD [K] RSD [K] CSR [%] 

Daily (subskin) +0.02 +0.03 0.31 0.22 64.5 

PM-N (subskin) +0.01 +0.02 0.31 0.23 34.8 

AM-D (subskin) +0.02 +0.01 0.36 0.30 37.5 

PM-D (subskin) +0.23 +0.18 0.47 0.31 35.3 

AM-N (subskin) +0.09 +0.08 0.31 0.26 36.9 

Daily (depth) +0.01 +0.01 0.22 0.15 64.5 

PM-N (depth) +0.00 +0.01 0.24 0.17 34.8 

AM-D (depth) +0.03 +0.02 0.23 0.18 37.5 

PM-D (depth) +0.25 +0.22 0.32 0.22 35.3 

AM-N (depth) +0.08 +0.08 0.22 0.16 35.3 
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Table 4 shows that the PM-N, AM-D and Daily SSTs are all good proxies for the foundation SST, with mean bias ranging 

from 0.00-0.03K, whereas both PM-D and AM-N have a noticeable diurnal signal (more pronounced for PM-D). The 

SDs/RSDs for the L3S-LEO-Daily are either comparable or superior to all other L3S-LEO SSTs for both subskin and depth 

SST. The most noticeable difference for the L3S-LEO-Daily is a significantly improved CSR, with relative improvements 

ranging between 72% (compared to AM-D) and 85% (compared to PM-N). 

The ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily files include a new variable called ‘l3s_flags’, which is a bitmask where the first four bits 

denote availability of the four input L3S-LEO SSTs in each L3S grid point (bit1: PM-N, bit2: PM-D, bit3: AM-N and bit4: 

AM-D). Bit=1 means that the corresponding AM/PM-D/N input was available, in the particular grid. The information 

recorded in l3s_flags enable the user to evaluate the impact of each L3S-LEO PM/AM product on L3S-LEO-Daily 

performance, for their specific use case. We used the l3s_flags to compute validation statistics against in situ SST stratified 

by the PM/AM-D/N data availability. The results are shown in Table 5. The top row shows that the best performance is 

achieved when all four AM/PM-D/N SSTs are available (SD/RSD=0.24/0.18K). The second row shows that the 

performance is only marginally degraded (0.01K higher SD/RSD) in the expanded domain, where both AM/PM-N are 

available, but the AM/PM-D may be missing. The third row (PM-N available) shows results for the L3S-LEO-Daily domain 

where PM-N is available (but other three SSTs might be available or not). Considering that the Daily targets PM-N viewing 

conditions around 1:30 am LT, it is crucial that validation statistics are not degraded in this subdomain. The Daily 

performance metrics (SD/RSD=0.27/0.19K) are indeed improved compared to the PM-N (SD/RSD=0.28/0.21K; see data 

in Table 3). We attribute the improvement of L3S-LEO-Daily in the PM-N domain to mitigation of regional biases by 

collating multiple satellite overpasses during the 24hr collation period. Rows 4-5 in Table 5 show a noticeable degradation 

in the Daily performance, when the PM-N is unavailable. However, this degradation is somewhat mitigated, if the AM-N 

is available (row 4). The two bottom rows show that the performance is further degraded when only daytime SSTs are 

available, with the worst performance metrics being in the domain where only PM-D SST was available. 

Table 5. Aggregated 2019 L3S-LEO-Daily subskin SST validation statistics vs. iQuam (D+TM). Results stratified 

by input AM/PM-D/N SST availability and ranked by decreasing SD from best (top) to worst (bottom). 

L3S-LEO-Daily domain Mean [K] Median [K] SD [K] RSD [K] NOBS [M] 

All 4 L3S-LEOs available +0.01 +0.00 0.24 0.18 4.1 

Both PM-N and AM-N available +0.00 +0.00 0.25 0.19 9.5 

PM-N available -0.01 -0.01 0.27 0.19 13.5 

PM-N not available, AM-N available -0.03 -0.03 0.31 0.24 5.4 

 PM-N not available -0.02 -0.02 0.33 0.25 10.9 

Only PM-D or AM-D available -0.01 -0.01 0.35 0.28 5.6 

Only PM-D available +0.00 -0.01 0.37 0.28 1.7 

Table 6 shows the analogous stratified validation results for depth SST. They are qualitatively similar to subskin data in 

Table 5, except all SDs/RSDs are reduced. As with subskin SST, the L3S-LEO-Daily depth SST performance metrics 

noticeably improve with increased L3S-LEO input data availability, although the relative improvement in corresponding 

SD/RSDs are not as pronounced as for subskin SST. This is most likely due to the already very low SD/RSDs in the four 

AM/PM-D/N input depth SSTs, compared to subskin. Similarly to subskin SST, the depth SST validation statistics in the 

PM-N domain are superior to PM-N (cf. Table 3) for both SDs (0.24 vs 25 K) and RSD (0.18 K vs 0.19 K). 

Table 6. Same as Table 6, but for depth SST. 

L3S-LEO-Daily domain Mean [K] Median [K] SD [K] RSD [K] NOBS [M] 

All 4 L3S-LEOs available +0.00 +0.00 0.22 0.17 4.1 

Both PM-N and AM-N available -0.01 -0.01 0.23 0.17 9.5 

PM-N available -0.02 -0.02 0.24 0.18 13.5 

PM-N is available, AM-N is not -0.03 -0.03 0.26 0.20 5.4 

 PM-N is not available -0.03 -0.03 0.28 0.21 10.9 

Only PM-D or AM-D available -0.02 -0.02 0.28 0.22 5.6 

Only PM-D available -0.02 -0.03 0.29 0.23 1.7 
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5. Conclusion and Future Work 

The ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm combines four current L3S-LEO SSTs, AM/PM-D/N reported in 4 files per 24hr, 

into one single high-resolution L3S-LEO-Daily product, with only one file per 24 hours. The main challenges in producing 

a daily-collated SST are mitigation of systematic biases due to diurnal warming and movement of high-resolution ocean 

features during the 24hr collation period. In the ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm, debiasing of the three L3S-LEO SSTs 

to PM-N (~1:30 am LT) viewing conditions is performed using a statistical model based on 2D lookup tables (LUTs) 

informed by the mean shortwave insolation and surface wind speed (available from MERRA2 or GFS data). In order to 

minimize degradation and smoothing of ocean features, the PM-N high-resolution features are used where available. 

Otherwise, L3S-LEOs are used in the following order: AM-N > AM-D > PM-D. We evaluated the performance of L3S-

LEO-Daily by comparison against in situ SST (drifters and tropical moorings) and CMC L4 foundation SST. The L3S-

LEO-Daily shows a comparable or superior performance (in terms of global mean biases and standard deviations, both 

conventional and their robust counterparts) compared to the individual AM/PM-D/N SSTs. Coverage (fraction of ocean 

pixels with SST data) increases by 72-85% in L3S-LEO-Daily product, compared to individual AM/PM-D/N inputs. 

Future work on L3S-LEO-Daily will involve algorithm improvements and inclusion of more satellites and sensors: 

● We will include the 3rd VIIRS to be flown onboard N21 (planned for launch in Sep’2022), in the PM line. 

● The PM line currently extends back to 2012 when the first NPP SST data became available. We plan to extend it 

back to 2002, by including data of MODIS-Aqua. 

● We plan to include METimage ACSPO SST produced from Metop-SG (planned launch in 2024), in the AM line.  

● The AM line currently extends back to 2006, when the first Metop-A SST data became available. We plan to 

extend it back to 2000, by including data of MODIS-Terra. 

● Updating infrastructure to monitor L3S-LEO-Daily in the ACSPO Regional Monitor for SST (ARMS) online 

system is currently underway [11]. Based on results of monitoring in ARMS and SQUAM, we will improve the 

ACSPO L3S-LEO-Daily algorithm. 

● We will work with SST product users and improve the L3S-LEO-Daily product, based on their feedback. 

● The L3S-GEO family of SST products from geostationary satellites (GOES-16/17/18, Himawari 8) is currently in 

development at NOAA. We will consider aggregating the L3S-LEO and L3S-GEO data into 1hr resolution and 

daily global L3S products, which include all available ACSPO SST data. We will explore using the resulting L3S 

as an improved ACSPO-based reference for improved Clear-Sky Mask and SST retrievals. 

The L3S-LEO-Daily data is currently available at https://www.star.nesdis.noaa.gov/pub/socd/sst/acspo_data/l3s_leo/daily/ 

for testing and evaluation. As of this writing, L3S-LEO-Daily data is produced at NOAA STAR in delayed-mode (DM) 

with a ~2-month latency (approximate latency for MERRA2 data). Near-real-time production with a latency of 6 hours is 

planned pending code updates to use operational GFS forecast data for surface wind speed and shortwave insolation. 
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